Use your personal listener in hospital
for use without a hearing aid

A personal listener can be used in hospital to help you hear conversation more clearly.
The pack consists of:
1. headphones
2. batteries
3. amplifier
4. neckloop for hearing aid users.

Insertion of batteries
A member of staff must first insert the batteries in the device. To fit new batteries press on the clip and lift up to release the battery cover.

Insert two AA batteries into the battery compartment as shown. Leave the selection switch on (M)ic.

Connecting headphones
Connect the headphones to the symbol on the side and put the headphones over your ears.

Turning on
Turn the dial until it is loud enough. The green ‘power on’ light shows the device is turned on.

Adjusting the tone
Use the tone control to boost the high or low tones (adjust to make less tinny or less muffled).

Using the personal listener
Point the internal microphone at the person speaking. The closer the microphone is to the person speaking the better you will hear them.

Turning off
Turn off by turning the volume down past the click so the green light goes off.

The sound input from this system can be very high: Switch off before changing the batteries or plugging or unplugging any accessory.
Use your personal listener in hospital
for use with a hearing aid
Do not use a neckloop if you have a pacemaker

A personal listener can be used in hospital to help you hear conversation more clearly.
The pack consists of:
1. headphones
2. amplifier
3. batteries
4. neckloop for hearing aid users.

1. Inside the pack

2. Insertion of batteries
A member of staff must first insert the batteries in the device. To fit new batteries press on the clip and lift up to release the battery cover.

3. Connecting the neckloop
Connect the headphones to the symbol on the side and put the headphones on. Turn your hearing aids to the Loop or "T" programme – consult your hearing aid instructions if you are unsure. Wear the neckloop around your neck.

4. Turning on
Turn the dial until it is loud enough. The green ‘power on’ light shows the device is turned on.

5. Adjusting the tone
Use the tone control to boost the high or low tones (adjust to make less tinny or less muffled).

6. Using the personal listener
Point the internal microphone at the person speaking. The closer the microphone is to the person speaking the better you will hear them.

7. Turning off
Turn off by turning the volume down past the click so the green light goes off. Turn your hearing aid back to the normal programme.

8. Medical emergency
If in a medical emergency staff can pull the neck loop apart.

The sound input from this system can be very high:
Switch off before changing the batteries or plugging or unplugging any accessory.